
 

 

MATH MADE SIMPLE 
                                                                                                               with Hope George 

 

Math Made Simple (MMS) is an arm of Chags Excel Educonsult which borne out of a passionate crave for mathematical 

excellence in Early Years and Primary classes. MMS is focused on restoring the love for mathematics in our primary school 

children, if they can get it right at a young age, then one can heave a sigh of relief knowing that the future is almost sure for 

that child. A child will love math when they love the math teacher. 

 

Lots of people pick up teaching jobs because of the poor economy (as it were) and a need to survive. Beyond all these lie the 

fact that teaching is a MINISTRY only for a few. Sadly however is the fact that having a Masters’ degree in Physical and Applied 

Mathematics or other mathematically related field is not a sine-qua-non for excellent delivery in the classroom, you just have 

to be CALLED into it! So please note that the school is not the problem when it comes to mathematics, the teacher is! 

 

Hence, our major target is on assisting THE TEACHER (not just the math teacher) in the strategic delivery of mathematics in 

the classroom using various tested and proven teaching approach like Activity Based Learning (ABL), Games Based Learning 

(GBL), Project Based Learning (PBL), Hands-on experience and the likes. A teacher’s super power lies in his/her ability to 

transmit knowledge without difficulty and so we believe that EVERYONE CAN TEACH MATH! 

 

We therefore humbly invite you and ALL YOUR TEACHING STAFF to join us in this edition of Math Made Simple (MMS) as we 

unravel the following: 

 

 Understanding and dealing with DYSCALCULIA 

 Lesson plan strategies for mathematics 

 Practical approach in the delivery of mathematics lessons 

 Simple fun mathematics tricks 

 

Date:   Saturday 26th October, 2019 

Time:  10am (Please be punctual) 

Venue: Greenville Montessori Schools, 

  110, Ekehuan Road, Opposite Mat Ice, 

  Benin City, Edo State. 

Access fee: N3000 only (Payable at the venue or Bank account - at your request) 



 

 

We look forward to hosting you and sharing strategies for the betterment of our future generation. 

 

Yours truly, 

 

Emihian Hope-George 

Convener & Facilitator 

 

 

 

 

NB: For further enquiries please call 08066283913 or 09030689710 

                       


